Joan Prowse
Felted Seascape

1 hour
£12.00
Suitable for children
Make your own needle felted seascape with Joan Prowse artist and tutor. This workshop will focus on
the techniques of needle felting and takes you right from the beginning to guide you through creating
this seascape. No experience necessary. All materials and use of tools included.

Joan Prowse
Felted Treescape

1 hour
£12.00
Suitable for children
Make your own needle felted treescape with Joan Prowse artist and tutor. This workshop will focus on
the techniques of needle felting and takes you right from the beginning to guide you through creating
this seascape. No experience necessary. All materials and use of tools included.

Sarah Paterson - Sewing Sanctuary
Laminated Fabric Patchwork Cosmetic Bag

1 hour 15 minutes

£20.00

You will learn how to use and deal with laminated fabric and how if differs from oil cloth. You will learn
how to apply bias binding, put a zip and finish the zip ending. You will learn how to make sugar bag
bottom. Laminated fabric, cotton, bias binding and 14" zip included in fee. Sewing machines provided.

Catherine Howard and Nadine Tabberer - On the Surface Textiles
Silk Vessels

1 hour
£20.00
Suitable for children 12 +

A workshop to create your own beautiful silk vessel which can be taken away and further
embellished. Suitable for all ages and levels of experience. Materials provided. Note: a bag
will be supplied to take the finished vessel home on its mould as it will still be damp.

Caroline Walker - Big Sky Textiles
Weave a Bowl Using Wooden Weaving Sticks

1 hour 30 minutes
£20.00
Suitable for children 12 +
Maximum 8

Start your day at the show with a short workshop making your own small woollen bowl.
Using a set of 5 wooden weaving sticks and some multi-stranded 'upcycled’ wool yarn, you
will weave a useful little bowl for your home and learn about weaving along the way! I'll
bring along samples and different coloured yarns to work with. We'll also talk about how to
embellish the bowl with beads, buttons or stitch and how to make bigger and different
shaped bowls in you want to make more in future. No previous experience necessary, I
teach weaving using simple, inexpensive tools so it’s easy to learn and accessible to
everyone - I supply all the materials and the techniques, you just bring your creativity and a
willingness to experiment and play.

Caroline Walker - Big Sky Textiles
Weave a Peg Loom Rug

3 hours
£20.00
Suitable for children 12 +
Max. 8

The word “zen” is often used about this workshop - it’s relaxing, creative, calming and
absorbing. Students love the process of creating their own unique rug and are able to take
home something new and beautiful.
Quick and easy to set up, peg looms are used to weave chunky, cosy rugs. You will learn to
warp your loom then spend a relaxing afternoon making a rug using thick wool selvedge
yarn, perfect for your bedside, your lounge or your pet (Warning - pets LOVE these rugs!).
Yarns in a variety of colours and textures are available so if you a have a particular room in
mind there should be something just right.
Peg looms are also great for weaving rugs made of old fabrics (brilliant for bath mats) or
sheep fleece (super-cosy). We will talk how to prepare those materials if you would like to
make more rugs in the future. Examples of round bowls and tapestry weaving done on peg
looms show the versatility of these simple looms. Looms available at the workshops are
approximately 22”/55cm wide limiting the width of your rug.
The length depends on how fast you can weave but you should achieve 22”/55cm 30”/75cm in 3 hours. Two longer looms will also be available so there will be an option to
make a wider, shorter rug if preferred.
No previous experience necessary, I teach weaving using simple, inexpensive tools so it’s
easy to learn and accessible to everyone - I supply all the materials and the techniques, you
just bring your creativity and a willingness to experiment and play.

Traverse (Cath Tyler)
Funky Felted Abstract

90 minutes
Maximum 12

£20.00

In this workshop, you will create a small, needle-felted square with your own abstract
design, suitable for decorating the cover of a 6 x 6 ins sketchbook, which will be provided.
The technique can also easily be used for making a felted abstract for framing or decorating
a greetings card. With a choice of colourways, you will be given a variety of colourful fibres,
threads, and textured yarns, together with a felting needle and a chenille needle (all
included in the price). Learning how to add colour and texture using needle felting and
simple embroidery stitches, you will be encouraged to create your own design using lines,
shapes and symbols but several examples will be provided for inspiration. Suitable for
beginners or those with previous experience, who just want to come and play!

Gai Taylor - Just Patchwork
Flower Power

1 hour
£15
Maximum 18
Wool felt is the buzz word on everyone’s lips. Gai will teach you all about working with wool
felt, learn new stitches to embellishment your flowers, how to use your flowers into
projects with spectacular effects. A kit, including pattern, wool felt and needle will be
available for you to complete your project, threads will be available for use in class.

Catherine Lawes
Drawing a Face in Two Simple Stitches

1 hour
£15.00
Maximum 18
In this class you will use two basic stitches- stem stitch and straight stitch – to create a face. These will
be done using stranded cotton threads.
All materials supplied including a face to stitch on calico

Sheila Davies - Celyn Textiles
Embellished Brooch

1 hour

£20.00

Use Angelina , machining , beading and manipulation create your own individual brooch !

Angela Daymond
Shibori Hares

1.5 hours
Maximum 8

£17.00

Shibori has its origins in Japan and involves creating a resist in fabrics using stitch, clamps
and folds. In this workshop you will first learn how to mark a hare design onto white cotton
fabric. You will then learn two different stitch resist techniques which will make two
beautiful hare design after dyeing. The workshop focuses on teaching you the stitch
techniques onto white cotton fabric. You will take your fabrics home with you to dye, NO
dyeing of fabric takes place in the workshop. You will get a demonstration of how to put
your fabrics into a jar or plastic bag to dye them. Angela will provide the pre weighed navy
procion dye, soda ash and salt as well as full written instructions for when you are home.

Angela Daymond
Kantha Bird with Hand Stamped Bird House

1 hour
Maximum 8

£15.00

Kantha work is a hand stitching technique which is over 500 years old. It uses a running
stitch to create representational images onto three layers of cotton fabric. Angela has
stamped a cute bird house onto white cotton fabric next to which you will hand stitch a
beautiful Kantha bird. You will use four variations of running stitch and perle threads for
your bird. Angela will talk about how to start and stop your stitching, transferring a pattern
and how to personalise your stitching. This workshop is suitable for all levels of stitchers
and all resources are provided. It would make a perfect panel for a cushion or pouch.

Angela Daymond
Kantha Floral Panel

1. 5 hours
£17.00
Maximum 8
Kantha is a hand stitching technique which is over 500 years old. In this new workshop you
will stitch three colourful Kantha flowers. You will begin by transferring a pattern onto
white cotton fabric and then layering up the cotton with muslin. You will use four variations
of running stitch and cotton perle 12 thread. This workshop is suitable for all levels of
stitchers and all resources are provided. It would make a perfect panel for a cushion or a
pouch.

Angela Daymond
Kantha Cow Parsley with Printed Border

2. 5 hours
Maximum 8

£21.00

In this new workshop you will combine techniques of Kantha stitching and Indian wooden
block printing. You will begin by learning how to mask out an area of fabric before using
wooden blocks to create a printer border. Once you have dried this you will mark out some
beautiful cow parsley plants ready to stitch. Angela will guide you through layering up your
fabric and then how to start stitching. You will use several different types of running stitch
and use perle 12 thread. This workshop is suitable for all levels and all materials are
included in the price.

Linda Connell
Hand Stitched Flower Card

1 Hour

£20.00

A lovely mini hand stitched flower picture that can be used for a card or a feature in a wall
hanging, bag front or quilt top. Relaxing and creative - come and have a go. All materials
included.

